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• About Speaker: Since 1965 lectured in 40 countries
in N.A., S.A., Europe, Asia, S-Africa etc
• Educated in India (UDCT- now ICT), Canada
• Visiting professor in Japan, China, India, Brazil,
Singapore, Malaysia, etc.
• Worked in USA (R&D, Industry); Canada (McGill,
1972-2000); Singapore (NUS, 2000 - )
• Consulted for over 75 companies – Fortune 50 to
start-ups in 3 continents during 1980-2000; from
1989-2000 as President and Principal Consultant of
Exergex Corp., Canada –specializing in R&D
consulting
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R&D

Only consulting / teaching

Snow brand
Milk

EXERGEX – funded postgrad
research at McGill
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Some publication statistics - ASM
Total no of paper published (peer reviewed journals) – 492
Total no of citations – 6110
Citations per paper – 12.4
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Innovation:
• All PhD projects (60+) involved element of innovation
• Developed a radical innovation for paper drying (Canada and
Finland. Academia-Industry collaboration
• Innovative solutions provided to industry- design, operation,
improved flowsheets for new processes, and troubleshooting
• Innovation extended to teaching, research, publication
methodology (e.g. free e-books project)

R&D Exposure:
•
•
•
•

Research Engineer in major R&D centre in US
R&D consultant for numerous companies
Book on R&D/Innovation
Globalization – Impact in R&D
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Some thoughts on globalization and R&D - 1
• Globalization-not always favorable for all

• Good for some companies/nations; harder for others
• Policy changes are needed to benefit from it

• Outsourcing for DC to EE/LDC can benefit latter; can

cause long term difficulties for former; loss of technical
capability is a concern not commonly recognized

• Important to base outsourcing decision on economics but
loss of capability upon long term outsourcing can be
problematic

• DC: Developed countries EE: Emerging Economies
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Some thoughts on globalization and R&D - 2
• R&D – Think GLOBAL; Act LOCAL
• Economic development often “assumed” to be directly
related to R&D intensity i.e. $R&D/GDP of a country-not
totally true
• Impact of R&D on industrial or national productivity is
highly non-linear!
My proposal:
Impact of R&D
(R&D Intensity) x (Efficiency) x
(Effectiveness factor) x PPP
Efficiency

Measures how efficiently resources are utilized –
depends on quality of talent.

Effectiveness

Measures how well objective are defined/executed –
depends on quality of policy/management.

PPP

Costs of resources vary widely; must be corrected for
“value of currency”.
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R&D and Globalization
R&D Intensity – Some observations
• $/GDP varies widely among countries.
• LDC have lower intensity; also low R&D expenditures in
absolute amount even after PPP.
• Emerging nations are ramping up R&D intensity – more
innovations and greater ability to absorb complex new
technologies will result in time.
• Developed Countries have higher R&D intensity but it is leveling
off.
• Multinationals are moving even high end R&D to emerging
economies like China, India, Brazil in search of talent and lower
costs.
• R&D outsourcing enhances capabilities in emerging economies
(EE) which in time raise level of global competitiveness of EE’s.
• In a decade or two, low cost EE’s will not remain low cost.
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R&D requires advanced talent
• Emerging economics are improving advanced education/R&D
capabilities

• Most also have “quantity” of talent pool; adequate funding;
large markets; younger workforce – decided advantages

• Developed economies have been near “saturation” for

decades; hard to raise level further. Markets are smaller and
older

• Emerging economies have opportunity to “LEAPFROG” jump
into advanced technologies directly e.g. landlines to mobile
telephony.
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Global R&D spending
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Globalization and Innovation
….. A New Playing Field

• Seamless transfer of talent, funds, idea etc., thanks to
inexpensive telecom and IT has opened doors to new
outsourcing strategies, research collaborations,
manufacturing alliances, R&D centres etc.
• BRIC countries have been identified as key emerging
competitors with important implications to developed
countries
• Ability of developing countries to compete is due to
1.New ways to connect. e.g. www; cell phones; fiber-optics
networks
2. New ways to collaborate – outsourcing
3. New cost structures – low cost in LDC
14
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Innovation – A few words

 Introduction-What is innovation? Novelty,

Renovation versus Innovation

 Why Innovation? Incremental vs Radical

 Technology Development via Industry-University
Collaboration
 Time scales of Innovation in Drying-AcademiaIndustry mismatch
Innovative dryers
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Innovation





Innovation-Limitations

Think out of the proverbial Box

Engineering Design – Necessarily boxed in

Always need to think within a Shrinking Sphere!
Thermodynamic
constraints (conservation
laws )
Heat, mass and
momentum transport
constraints
Product quality
limitations

Economic
constraints
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Innovation





Why Innovation Via

ACADEMIA-INDUSTRY collaboration has
limited success?
Different objectives, scope, time scales

Profit-oriented vs non-profit missions

IP issues – more effort/time spent on securing and then



protecting. IP – Few patents are actually implemented



exploitation

Patents often used to hinder innovation/industrial

Steam engine patent to James Watt delayed- not helped-

industrial revolution by 30 years – prevented application of
better engine design by others
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Innovation



Technology Development Via
INDUSTRY-ACADEMIC collaboration

Despite serious limitations due to differences in time scales,

cost structures, IP issues, there are some notable successes –



but very few

Chinese universities and drying equipment vendors have
successfully developed indigenous drying technologies –
See article by Mr. Yang in Drying Technology (2012)




Government support is needed to make such collaboration
successful.

Technology transfer is easier if there is joint development
effort
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Time Scales of Innovation
Examples in Drying Technologies

Time required to bring innovation from concept to

commercialization varies directly as the capital cost involved


and inversely as the operating (energy) cost.

Use of superheated steam for drying was first openly
recognized in a German book in 1898. First application
occurred almost 60 years later; Still not commonly accepted
by industry



Condebelt process for high basis weight paper (Finland) took

20 years to go from concept to first dryer (S. Korea) Just one
machine seems to be operating.
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Innovation

More on Time Scales of Innovation




Long life of drying technologies works against innovation in
drying

Superheated steam dryer (SHSD) for pulp, fibre, hogfule etc

needed 10-20 years to commercialize; high cost of energy and



recently carbon tax provided the impetus.



for very large power stations using low rank coal.

SHSD for coal is an excellent idea but still too expensive except
IDS, Drying Technology Journal and other sources are excellent
sources for novel ideas mostly conceptual or lab-scale tested.

Difficult/risky scale-up discourages industry acceptance.
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Innovation

Can we improve odds of industry
acceptance of academic R&D

 Incremental innovations and simplicity/low cost of implementation
improve odds of acceptance by industry

 Note: Very few patents are issued each year on innovative drying
equipment

 Academics need to provide scale-up procedures and
technoeconomic / life cycle analysis (LCA) for industry to show
interest.
 Improve continuous communication with industry in own field.

 Demonstrate excellence, motivation, passion, excellence!
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Example – Radical Innovation
• Focus – New drying technology developed by speaker at
McGill University, Canada during 1982-1992
• W4 : Why?
What?
When?
Where?
Outcomes – What can we learn? (academia vs industry)
• Initiated as academic project
Collaboration with industry (government R&D institute)
Manufacturer (Finland)
22

Example – Radical Innovation
Idea
Canada*
[Not patented]

Lab /
Modeling

Pilot /
Modeling

Canada
AcademiaIndustry

Finland Industry
[Patented some
aspects]

Industry
Finland
Industry

Outcome:

Successful

Successful

Period :

1982-1992

~ 1995

No mill
application yet
?

Cost

~ $2 million

~ $5 million

?

No major
problems

Some new
problems arose

Very complex /
expensive /
radical

:

Problems:

* - My Chinese visiting scholar patented this idea in China after returning from Canada.
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Example – Radical Innovation
Academic success can be commercial failure – Paper Dryers
• 3 PhDs, 2 M.Eng., 2 Postdoc fellows - lab scale experiments,
modeling etc. Initial road blocks to concept from referees etc.
• Following competing new concepts were concurrently (1970 – 90)
pursued by major labs in N A and Europe 1970-90
Press Drying

USA

Impulse drying

Sweden, USA,
Canada, Finland

Condebelt

Finland

Superheated
Steam

Canada / Finland

~$10-20 million +
(10years)
~$100 million +
(15years)
~$20 million +
(20years)
~$10 million (total)
(15years)
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Example – Radical Innovation
Incremental improvements using-Implemented successfully
• Improve heat transfer in steam cylinders.
• Use Infrared heat – outside and later inside cylinder.
• Better ventilation of conventional paper machine dryers.
• Better design of clothing / belts used to press wet paper against
heated cylinders.
Ultra Radical Idea : Use of molten metal as heat transfer medium to
dry paper (USA patent , 2000)
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Take-home message for academics
• Decide on main purpose of academic research:
Production of Research? Researcher? Both?
• Produce excellent original work of archival value; excellent
researchers
• Interact closely with R&D labs; multidisciplinary teams.
Sabbaticals?
• Patent idea – industry support may not come for
unprotected ideas. (McGill policy did not encourage
patents – only <1% actually used).
• Working internationally not easy (not in 1980’s and 1970’s;
now easier but not easy!). Globalization effect
26

Example – Radical Innovation
Learning for academics – Contd.
• Objectives of academics and industry differ- know industry
viewpoint
• Time scales, cost factors differ as well.
• Publication – a major issue.
• IP – difficult issue due to uncertainty / sharing returns
•Innovators rarely benefit from original idea e.g. world wide web;
fibre optics etc. Incentivize innovators !
• Idea
Commercialization can take 5 to 20 years! Institutions
/ companies may benefit rather than originator.
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Example – Radical Innovation
Learning for industry
• Know person, institution, criteria etc. well. Communicate !
• Attend conferences frequented by industry peers as well, read
relevant literature to stay on top of current R&D globally.
• All relevant info is not published. Typically cost data are unavailable
• If something looks too good to be true, it most likely is !
• Do not under-estimate technical problems that arise from pilot to
full scale.
•Study if new, radical technology will be acceptable to operators. Is
risk acceptable? In steelmaking new technology has no hope in near
term, for example.
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Example – Radical Innovation
Learning for industry – Contd.
• Large capital costs and conservative industry are major deterrents.
• For SHSD oil price above $200/barrel will likely force industry to
take second look.
• Legislation, government policy can make a difference – subsidies
not a good idea as it may discourage innovation and cannot last for
ever.
• Luck, timing, serendipity can play important roles in success.
•External forces, legislation, global events etc can influence whether
a project becomes successful or not
• Geographic, cultural, national differences matter !
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Closed loop model of engineering research
Dated
papers
Academic
“A” Publishes a
paper

Academic
X, Y, Z etc
follow up

Academic
α, β, γ
extend work

Eventual
fate
 Accumulate citations !
 More the merrier – high impact ?
 Research in academia, by academics and for academics – poor
model for engineering
 Closed Loop Approach (ASM Terminology) - avoid
30

Why University – Industry collaborative R&D?
(Note: Reference is made only to Engineering R&D
 Global innovation economy, a “flat” world poses major
challenges requiring advanced knowledge & knowledge-workers
 Expertise, experience and assets in research-intensive
universities can be deployed synergistically to create wealth –
new products/processes; higher efficiency, energy savings, lower
environmental impact, etc
 Lower cost of R&D in academia – changing rapidly. Indeed cost
can be higher!!
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University – Industry - Interaction

How to enhance it ?
 Remove barriers to entrepreneurial activities; more freedom to
select R&D areas
 Build local, regional, rational, global ecosystems to support
commercialization
 Collaborate with academics, industry to speed development at
lower cost
 Improve efficiency; do not undertake non-productive activities
 Provide “optimal” talent pool and financial resources – both too
little and too much are detrimental to R&D
 Very short term, rabbit starts/finishes do not lead to success.
Remember – A rolling stone gathers no moss !
 Modify promotion/tenure regulations- difficult!
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What can academia do?
 A lot ! Reduce paperwork. Avoid non-productive work
 Encourage applied, mission oriented research in engineering, blue sky
research in engineering is rarely successful in a time frame of under 10
years
 Adjust faculty performance requirements – knowledge generation
should be on par with generation of knowledge workers
 Time scales of academia and industry do not match – hard to alter this
 Incentivize University-Industry Interaction
 Encourage faculty sabbaticals in industry; frequent industry
interactions


Encourage teaching by industry-based faculty
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Best practice for industry-university collaboration
….. 2010 MIT study

 Evaluated 100 MIT-Industry Projects with 25 multinationals
(which deal with several universities)
 Identified best 7 practices with significant impact for companies
(avg. duration: 2.5 years)
 4 – depends on solution of collaborations; 3 deal with project
management and fostering productive relationships
 No unusual or unexpected outcomes!

Ref: Pertuze, Calder, Greitzer and Lucas, MIT-Sloan Management Review – Seminar 2010
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Impact / Outcomes of U-I Projects
 Outcome – input gap noted
 50% met outcomes but only 20% made impact on
bottom-line of company
 Impact enhanced if there is direct link between
university and industry teams (design, marketing,
operations etc)
 Knowledge exchange must continue beyond
contractual obligations.
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Best practices – MIT study takeaways
 Select projects in strategic context
 Select “boundary-spanning” managers on both sides. Indepth knowledge, people skills, ability to
network/communicate etc.
 Share vision/mission on both sides –some overlap needed
 Input in long-term (multi-year) relationship
 Establish strong communication linkages
 Build broad awareness of project on both sides – mainly on
industry side
 Support work internally (Universities) even beyond R&D
project completion
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Five factors with no effect
 Presence of Executive Champion
 Geographic proximity
 Overall project cost (MIT experience)
 Type of research (Basic, Applied, Advanced Development)
 Location of project manager
 Note: IP issues, disclosure issues can cause problems in
communication to broad groups.
Support of government policies is typically critical in R&D –
especially private-public partnerships
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R&D with industry – Pros and cons
 Higher risk in industry collaboration (in general)
 Subject to “Changing goalposts” syndrome – markets, people,
may change
 Short term leaves little room for trial-and-error
 Limit industry collaboration to <25% of research portfolio.
Outcome may not be publishable. Patents / IP subject to
delays / uncertainties
 University rankings still use citations/paper counts – may be
for another decade
 University overheads are real costs; reduces financial
incentives fir industry; intellectual incentive is the key
(specialized labs, expertise etc).
 Profits are industry priority – academics must not forget this38!

Ideas to enhance U-I interaction
 Industry sabbaticals for faculty – R&D centers of major
companies- not easy to arrange!
 Workshops / short courses / seminars for industry
 Participation in exhibitions / Conferences / TradeShows
trade / industry journals / even publish in them
 Consulting – Paid / pro bono
 Excel – Make presence known with evidence on website;
keep website current. Should try to appear on first screen in
search engine. Be “GO TO” person in your area.
 Industry concerned about “opportunity costs” as well
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Other considerations
 Always think of cost-benefit ratios – should industry pay for
R&D?
 Bring time scale of research in time with what industry
needs. Think opportunity cost !
 Think technoeconomics / LCA / cost-effectiveness
 Improve effectiveness and efficiency of research
 Conduct risk assessment regularly
 Goal posts of industry R&D can change due to market forces
 Outcome/unit financial and human resources spent must be
assessed carefully!
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Additional suggestions

 Develop research portfolio of medium / long term
projects (consulting → short term)
 Industry rarely interested in long term research –
except in “consortium model” – subscription-based
participation. Old model used by very large companies
is now almost extinct.
 Inter-disciplinary teams may be needed in some cases
 Develop global network with academic and industry
participants
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Some suggestions to enhance potential
of industry collaboration - I

 No “fast track” route. Diligence, perseverance needed
 Should establish excellence in one or more areas of
local industry interest.
 Have an attractive website with adequate details,
publication record, professional accomplishments,
industry consultations etc.
 Higher chance of success when industry approaches
faculty
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Some suggestions to enhance potential
of industry collaboration - II
 Generally very difficult; branch plants often do not seek local
R&D support
 Manufacturing – not service- industry need engineering R&D
support
 Co-funding by government agencies is helpful
 Ethical considerations are very important
 Global reputation can help secure funding / projects from
overseas companies
 Publications record can be affected – despite true impact as
publication may be discouraged
 IP may not return big $$$s to faculty or university
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US patents – 2010
University

Number of
patents

Revenue

University of California System

365

$ 104.4 million

Stanford University

170

$ 65.5 million

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

168

$ 69.2 million

University of Wisconsin

140

$ 54 million

University of Texas System

130

$ 38.3 million

California Institute of Technology

115

$ 51.6 million

University of Illinois System

90

$ 15.2 million

University of Michigan

95

$ 39.8 million

Cornell University

85

$ 9.0 million

Georgia Institute of Technology

85

$ 2.3 million

Ref: http://www.renewoureconomy.org/sites/all/themes/pnae/patent-pending.pdf
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Number of patents at US universities

Ref: http://www.renewoureconomy.org/sites/all/themes/pnae/patent-pending.pdf
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US patents – contributions by immigrants

Ref: http://www.renewoureconomy.org/sites/all/themes/pnae/patent-pending.pdf
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Closing Remarks - I
 Industry collaboration reinforces academic research
portfolio, but much harder to accomplish in short time span
 Excellence is the key to success
 Understand industry need to make a profit ! Economics,
Ethics, Environmental considerations are very important
 Be able to shift gears, match industry timescale
 Participate in “industry-oriented” professional activities
 Develop extensive network-perhaps with help of an
interested mentor- a long process!
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Closing Remarks - II
 Generally difficult until one has “name recognition” in a
given field.
 May need multi-disciplinary team for major projects
 Adequate funding and time must be sought to ensure
success
 Typically allow for higher risk – success can mean difficult for
industry and academia
 Academic P&T criteria need to give due credit to U-I R&D as
it does not reflect in “numbers” for years..
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Closing Remarks - III
 Typically much harder to secure than usual academic / public
funding for research
 Not suited for all fields of research – must have near term
industry intent
 Faculty need to have “right mindset” to work effectively with
industry – matching “wavelength” !
 Harder to demonstrate impactful R&D than “high impact factor
research” – longer timeframe needed
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Closing Remarks - IV

 Convert consulting projects into R&D projects of
impact.
 Engineering research can be basic and yet missionoriented in medium to long term; Blue-sky research
rarely interests industry because of the risk as well
as time horizon
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Selected books since 2001
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Innovation is the specific instrument of entrepreneurship. The act that
endows resources with a new capacity to create wealth.
……….. Peter F. Drucker
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A spoon is a remarkable invention for mothers to feed babies but a dangerous
instrument in the hands of a teacher.
- A.S. Mujumdar 53

